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Exe.Killswitch Engage, The Midnight 'Killswitch Engage, The Midnight' By Joey Guerra // July 3, 2013 Killswitch
Engage‘s latest album ‘The New Black’ is available now, and it’s one hell of an album. The band’s much-anticipated
return has an aggressive, ferocious sound that rivals the band’s early material, and while there’s plenty of thrash
metal for the metal lovers, The Midnight still shows a musical ability to get those progressive metal heads in the
band looking beyond the obvious. Courtesy of MetalSucks In ‘There Is No God,’ singer Jesse Leach unleashes a
tortured cry of emotion that’s even more raw and powerful than any statement he’s ever recorded, and guitarist Joel
Stroetzel delivers another tour de force on the track ‘Black Labyrinth.’ With a song that’s better-constructed than a
lot of modern hardcore, and The Midnight‘s leadoff track ‘Suicide Attempt’ — a song that feels almost like an anti-
anthem for the band’s ardent listeners — that almost makes ‘The New Black’ a band everyone should be listening to,
Killswitch Engage, and the band themselves, deserve every bit of acclaim they can get at this point. Listen to
‘Suicide Attempt’ below The length of the album is, in a word, unfortunate, with ‘The New Black’ running a little
over 46 minutes. While that may not be a lot in comparison to an average CD, at least 11 minutes of that time is
spent on one extended guitar solo, and another four on the ‘Children Of Bodom’ cover ‘Dragonaut.’ The album is so
aggressive and unforgiving to listeners that it practically forces one
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easy to get caught. You can also use the Bibliocad vip hack tool to create a fake account. If all of this was not

enough, the game has some unique features. However, it is a very heavy program that does not load quickly. To
access the account, users need to enter their username, Bibliocad vip password and select which file they want to
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Some parts of the interface are grayed out and others are inactive until you access them. You can create your own
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